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I. Introduction 

In this paper, I re-examine the non-uniqueness condition a Ia Chao (I 934), 
and show that this condition is a by-product of the analysis of the Chinese syllable 
as CCVC. I argue that the non-uniqueness condition must be avoided since it 
introduces arbitrariness and indeterminacy into phonological theory, and show that 
this can be done by reanalyzing the Chinese syllable as CVC. I will then argue that 
the only motivation for analyzing the syllable is morphophonemic alternation, that 
while there is morphophonemic evidence for analyzing the prevocalic and post-
vocalic portions of the syllable as individual segments, there is none whatsoever for 
analyzing the prevocalic portion into two segments, and that reduplication and 
fanqie language formation processes which appear to justify the CCVC analysis are 
better accounted for with a CVC analysis. 

II. The Non-Uniqueness Condition and the Medial Glide 

Most Chinese phonologists assume that a Chinese syllable beginning with 
an alveopalatal consonant [tc], [tch J or [cJ always contains a medial alveopalatal 
glide fj] or [4], before which neither the alveolar sibilants [ts tsh sj nor the 
retroflex sibilants [t~ t~h ~] nor the velar obstruents [k kh x] may occur. Therefore, 
they believe that [tc tch cl are in complementary distribution with either [ts tsh sJ or 
[t~ t~h ~) or [k kh xl, as shown in (1), and that there is no unique solution to the 
phonemic status of [tc tch c]. i.e. these sounds could derive from either underlying 
/ts tsh s/ or underlying /t~ t~h ~/ or underlying /k kh x/. This situation is referred io 
by Chao (1934) as the non-uniqueness condition in phonemic analyses. 

(I) Complementary distribution of [tc tch cl in the CCVC analysis 
OW aw an ag jow jaw jan jag 

ts 
tsh 

tsow 
tshow 

tsaw 
tshaw 

tsan 
tshan 

tsag 
tshao 

s sow saw san sao 
t~ t~ow t~aw t~ an t~ao 
t~ h t~how t~haw t~han t~hao 
~ ~OW ~aw ~an ~ao 
k kow kaw kan kao 
kh khow khaw khan khao 
X xow xaw xan xao 
tc tcjow tcjaw t~jan tcjao
tch tchjow tchjaw tchjan tchjao 
C cjow cjaw cjan cjao 

From the display in (l), we can see that the non-uniqueness condition is a 
consequence of the assumption that the allophonic alternation between [tc tch cJ and 
other consonants is triggered by an alveopalatal medial glide. If we assume that the 
medial glide is not an independent segment, but intrinsic secondary articulation of 
the onset consonant, then we can show that the alveopalatal consonants are no 
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longer in complementary distribution with other consonants, as shown in (2), and 
that the non-uniquemess condition therefore no longer exists. 

(2) Contrastive distribution of [t<: t<:h cl assuming the nonexistence of medial glide 
ow aw an ag 

ts 
tsh 

tsow 
tshow 

tsaw 
tshaw 

tsan 
tshan 

tsag 
tshag 

s sow saw san Sa!) 
t~ t~ow t~aw t~an t~a!J 
t~h t~how t~haw t~han t~hag 
~ ~ow ~aw ~an ~a!) 
k 
kh 

kow 
khow 

kaw 
khaw 

kan 
khan 

kag 
khag 

X XOW xaw xan xag 
tc 
tch 

(<::OW 
(<::how 

(<::aw 
(<::haw 

(<::an 
(<::ban 

t<:a!J 
t<:hao 

C cow caw can ca!) 

Thus, whether there is a non-uniqueness condition in Chinese crucially 
depends on the existence of medial glides in this language. If such glides exist, then 
since the alveopalatal consonants [t<: t<:h cl are in complementary distribution with 
some other consonants in preglidal positions, we must treat them as allophonic 
variants of those other consonants whose identity is non-unique, and hence the 
non-uniqueness condition. Otherwise, if such glides do not exist, as I propose, 
then the alveopalatal consonants are independent phonemes on a par with other 
consonants, and there is no allophonic alternation between them and any other 
consonants; and hence there is no non-uniqueness condition. 

From a metatheoretical point of view, admission of the non-uniqueness 
condition implies that analyses of underlying representations can be arbitrary and 
indeterminate, and thereby undermines the psychological reality of underlying 
representations and of phonological rule systems. Therefore, it should be avoided. 
To do so, we must re-examine the analysis of the Chinese syllable, and determine if 
there is any justification for the existence of the medial glides. 

II. Analyzing the Chinese Syllable 

Traditionally, the Chinese syllable is analyzed as composed of up to four 
segments CCVC (cf. Hartman (1944), Chao (1968), Wang (1972), inter alia), as in 
[cjen], with the second C slot anchoring one of the three glides Liq w]. Although 
this view is accepted by most Chinese phonologists, it has been challenged by a 
number of authors. Chan (1985) argues that in Cantonese, the syllable initial 
consonant sequences [kw khw xw] are in fact labialized consonants [kw khw xwJ. 
Duanmu (1990) adamantly denies the existence of the medial glide and argues for a 
CVC analysis for all Chinese languages. 

To find out which side of the debate is more reasonable, we may ask why 
the Chinese syllable is analyzed into four but not three or five segments. One 
answer would be that we hear four different sounds in a syllable such as lcjrn], i.e. 
[cl, Li], [el and [n]. However, if this were true, then the maximal number of 
segments in a Chinese syllable ought to be five, i.e. CCCVC, because presumably 
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one could hear five different sounds, i.e. [ti, [cl, (j], [£j and [n], in a syllable such 
as [tcjtn]. We may also ask why the affricate [tsJ is treated as two separate 
segments in English, but as a single segment in Chinese and Russian, even though 
we may hear two sounds in the affricate, i.e. [ti followed by fs]. 

With regard to the last question, the answer is clear: [ts] is treated as two 
separate segments in English, because there are such morphophonemic alternations 
as [kret] vs (krets] in English; and is treated as a single segment in Chinese and 
Russian, because there are no morphophonemic processes that combine [t] and [s] 
into fts] in Chinese or Russian. Therefore, the ultimate justification for segmenting 
the speech sound is morphophonemic alternation, but not auditory impression or 
anything else. 

Returning to the analysis of the Chinese syllable, we might assume that the 
syllable is an atomic linguistic unit in Chinese if there were no evidence to the 
contrary, in which case no analysis of the Chinese syllable would be necessary. 
However, there is ample evidence that portions of the Chinese syllable may be 
responsible for or affected by phonological processes. It is this kind of evidence 
that justifies the segmentation of the Chinese syllable. 

One example of such evidence is the well-known process of r-suffixation in 
Mandarin, where the diminitive suffix -r replaces the postvocalic portion of the 
stem-final syllable it is attached to, as shown in (3). Clearly, the postvocalic portion 
is affected by the r-suffixation process. 

(3) Mandarin r-suffixation 
[pa] + [J] > [paJ] "handle"  
[phan] + [J] > [phaJ] "plate"  
[phaj] + [J] > [phaJ] "card"  
[paw] + [J] > [paJ] "package" 
fk'Y] + [J] > [k;:u] "song"  
[kan] + [J] > [kaJ] "root"  
[sao] + [J] > [s.:u] "rope"  
[pej] + [JJ > [paJ] "cup"  

As a second example, there is a liaison process in Mandarin that causes the 
postvocalic portion of a syllable to become geminate before the sentential particle-a, 
as shown in ( 4). In this case, the postvocalic portion of the presuffixal syllable is 
responsible for the liaison process. 

(4) Liaison 
[;,y] + [a] > [;_Y.a] "oh hot"  
[lej] + [a] > [lej.jaj "oh tired'"  
[xaw] + [a] > [xaw.wa] "oh good"  
[nan] + [a] > [nan.nal "oh hard"  
[la!]] + [a] > [fao.!Ja] "oh cold"  

Since the postvocalic ponion of a syllable can be responsible for or affected 
by phonological processes, we concede that it is a legitimate segment. 

As a third example, we note that there is a voicing assimilation process in 
Mandarin which causes the prevocalic portion of a syllable to become voiced, if this 
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portion occurs after another syllable and if it is voiceless, unaspirated and non-
continuant, as shown in (5). 

(5) Voicing assimilation 
[wej] ''minute" + [po] 11 wavell > [wej.bo] "microwave" 
[thaj] "desk" + [t;ig] "lamp" > [thaj.d;i9J "desk lamp" 
[ny] "female" + [ku!J] "worker" > [ny.guo] "female worker" 
[ti£ n] "electricity" + [po] "wave 11 > [ti£m.bo] "electric wave" 
[ti£ n] "electricity" + [t3!)] "lamp" > [ ti£ n.d;ig] "electric lamp" 
[ tl £ n ] "electricity" + [kug] "worker" > [tiqJ.gU!)) "electrician" 

Finally, we know that there is a place assimilation process in Mandarin 
which causes a syllable-final [n] to become homorganic with the prevocalic portion 
of the following syllable if that portion is non-continuant, as shown in (6). Since 
the exact place of articulation of the syllable final [ n] is dependent on the prevocalic 
portion of the following syllable, we say that that portion is responsible for this 
process. 

(6) Place assimilation 
[ ti rn] "electricity" + [po] "wave" > [tiEm.bo] "electric wave" 
[ ti E n] "electricity" + [t3!)] "lamp" > [ti£n.d;i!J] "electric lamp" 
[ ti En] "electricity" + [kuu] "worker" > [tiE!J.9U!J] ·•electrician" 
(tan] "bullet" + [pihrn] 11 piece0 > [tam.pihEn] "shell fragment" 
[tan] "bullet" + [thowJ "head" > [tiin.thow) "bullet head" 
[tan] ''bullet" + [kh;i!J] npit" > [ta!).kh;io] "'shell crater" 

Since the prevocalic portion of a syllable may be either responsible for or 
affected by a phonological process, we concede that it is also a legitimate segment. 

So far I have demonstrated that the prevocalic and the postvocalic portions 
of the syllable should each be analyzed as a segment. We now proceed to see if 
there is any morphophonemic evidence for analyzing the prevocalic portion into two 
separate segments. There appear to be two sorts of such evidence: one comes from 
onomatopoetic reduplication, and the other from secret languages called the fanqie 
languages. We will have a close look at each sort of evidence in the following two 
sections. 

Ill. The Onomatopoetic Reduplication Processes 

There are two morphological patterns of onomatopoetic words that seem to 
derive from monosyllabic onomatopoetic words with reduplication processes that 
apparently involve medial glides. There is no evidence that such processes are 
productive. However, for the sake of exposition, let us assume that they were, and 
find out if they could prove anything about the putative existence of medial glides. 

One such process, call it primary reduplication, reduplicates a monosyllabic 
onomatopoetic word, with the onset consonant of the reduplicated portion replaced 
by [l], and the other process, call it secondary reduplication, reduplicates the result 
of primary reduplication, with the vowels in the reduplicated portion being [i] and 
the onset consonant alternating between alveopalatal and non-alveopalatal, as 
shown in (7). 
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(7) Onomatopoetic reduplication processes 
Base Primary Secondary 

a. 	pha pha.la ph i.li.pha.la 
tp t~a.la tci.li.t~a.la 
phan phao.Jao ph i!].li!].phan.lag 
tao tan.Ian ti!].lin.tan.la!] 

b. 	i;;i ci.li ci.li.ci.li 
ku ku.lu tci.li.ku.lu 
XU xu.lu ci.li.xu.lu 
po po.lo pi.ti.po.lo 
tig tio.Iin ti!].li!].tig.li!] 
tUl) tU!].lUlJ ti!].li!].tU(J.IU!] 
XU!] XU!].lU!] Ci!].li!].XU!].lU!] 

C. 	 kwa kwa.la tci.ti.kwa.la 
xwa xwa.la ci.li.xwa.la 
kwan kWanJa!) (Ci!].li!].kWa(J.Ja(J 

These alternations represent what Yip (1992) refers to as reduplication with 
fixe<l melodic material. Since, according to Hartman (1944) and Chao (1968) inter 
alia, the Mandarin vowel [i] derives its back and round features from a preceding 
glide Li], the alternations [tc-k], [tc-~], [i;;-x] etc. do seem to suggest that [tc tc;;h i;;] 
are allophonic variations of [k kh x] or [t~ t~h ~] before the glide [j]. To find out if 
this is true, we nee<l a detaile<l analysis of these processes. 

If we assume the CCVC analysis of the Chinese syllable, then the base 
forms in (7) will have an underlying representation as shown in (8), where the back 
and round features of nonlow vowels are dependent on their preceding glide. 

(8) Underlying representation of base forms in (7) 

a. pha t~ a phan tan 

b. kji kwi xwi pwa cjio tWi!] xwin 

C. kwa xwa kwao 

Following McCarthy & Prince (1990), we assume that reduplication with 
fixe<l melodic material involves copying the melodic material of the base morpheme 
onto the reduplicative template and subsequent overwriting of the copied base 
material with the fixed melodic material. Specifically, to derive the primarily 
reduplicated forms, we assume that each base form is reduplicated with a mono-
syllabic suffixal template, where material under the first C slot is oven.vritten with 
[I]. With one example from each of (7a), (7b) and (7c), we provide a sample 
derivation of primary reduplication as shown in (9). 
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(9) Derivation of primary reduplication 
Base Copy & Overwrite Output 

0 0 0 0 0 

ii\ ii\ ii\ ;i\ ;i\ 
eve eve eve eve eve 
111 111 /rl I 111 111 
tao tao tao tao lao 

(7a) [tao.Iao] [tao.tao] .J 
0 0 0 0 0 

~ ~ ~ ~~ 
ccvc cevc ccvc eevc cevc 
1111 llll1'llll 1111 1111 

X W i !J xwi!) xwig xwio lwi !l 

(7b) [xuo.lug] [xuo.tuo] .J 

0 0 0 0 0 

~ ~ ~ ~~ 
ccvc ccvc ccvc ccvc cevc 
1111 1111.,+ 111 1111 1111 

kwa !l kwao kwao kwag lwag 
(7c) [kwao.lao] *[kwao.lwao] .J 

There is an apparent problem with this analysis. The output of (7c) should 
be [kwao.Iao], not *[kwao.lwao], as expected. To fix this problem, we may adopt 
the position that deletion of base material is forced by the phonotactics as suggested 
by Steriade (1988) and McCarthy & Prince (1986, 1990). We notice that the medial 
glide [w] (assuming it exists) has a limited distribution between [l] and [a], i.e. 
*[lwao], *[lway] and *[lwa] are impossible syllables, though [lwan] is possible 1. 
Thus, the non-occurrence of *[kwao.lwao] may be due to a phonotactic constraint 
on *[lwao] which forces *[kwao.lwao] to be realized as [kwao.la!J]. Of course, 
some stipulation is needed to ensure that resolution of the phonotactic constraint 
does not yield *[kwao.wao]. 

We now turn to the secondary reduplication. We assume in this case that a 
disyllabic base form is reduplicated to a disyllabic prefixal template, where each 
syllable is prespecified with a sequence [ji]. This awkward analysis may produce 
correct results when there is a medial glide in the base form, but it also produces 
wrong results when there is not such a glide there, as shown in (10). 

1 Unfortunately, since no onomatopoetic words end with /n/, and since this putative reduplication 
process is not productive, it is impossible to find out whether *[kwan.lwan] is acceptable. 
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(10) Derivation of secondary reduplication 
Copy & Overwrite Output 

(J (J (J (J (J 

/l\ /l\ /l\ /l\ 
eve eve eve eve eve eve eve eve 

111 
tao la!] ta!] lao j i ti j i ti ta !1 I a !1 

rt"H= I fH\J 11 111 111 111 111 
(7a) [ji!].jig.ta!].la!J] *[jio.jio.tao.Iaol .J 

(J (J (J (J 

~~~~ 
ccvc ccvc ccvc ccvc ccvc ccvc ccvc ccvc 

1111~:f=H= I I ffr'"--J 111 I 11 1111 1111 I ! 11J . l . J .XWl!] Wl!] XWl!] lWi!J X ji !J Jji !J XWi!J !Wi!] 
(7b) [Ci!].li!].XUtJ.lU!l] [cio.li!J.XU!].IU!J] .J 

A possible solution to the problem in (10) is to ensure that there are always 
two prevocalic C slots in a syllable, so that the prespecified material always skips 
the material under the first C slot and only overwrites the material under the second 
C slot and the V slot, as shown in ( 11 ). This means that in syllables that do not 
have a medial glide, an empty C slot must be maintained just in order for the 
overwriting process to produce the correct result. Such an approach is unprincipled, 
because there is no independent motivation for this putative empty C slot. Further-
more, the supposition that overwriting starts with the second segment is also 
dubious, because, as McCarthy & Prince (1986) points out, it is a commonplace of 
phonology that rules count moras, syllables or feet, but never segments. 

(11) A sample derivation of overwriting under an empty C slot 
Copy & Overwrite Output 

(J (J (J (J 

~~~~ 
ccvc ccvc ccvc ccvc ccvc ccvc ccvc ccvc 

firf I I -fr\J I I I I I 11111111 I II I II 
t an 1 ao t an 1 ag tji!] !jig tag ao 

(7a) [tin.Iio.tao.lao] [tig.lio.tao.lag] .J 

To solve these problems, let us assume that the entire prefixal template is 
prespecified with vowel features appropriate for [j], e.g. [+high,-back], and that the 
overwriting process is coalescence, not replacement, of an old segment with the 
prespecified material. For example, overwriting a consonant with the prespecified 
[j] simply means adding the vowel features of [j] to the consonant to yield a 
palatalized consonant ([p;], [ti], [si], [~i], [kiJ etc), and overwriting a vowel with mmeans adding the vowel features of mto the vowel to yield a vowel with 
conflicting features (e.g. [a] + [j] ~ [ +high,-high,+back,-backl). These forms will 
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then be adjusted by language specific structure preservation rules. Specifically, the 
palatalized coronal stridents ([si], [~i] etc) and dorsal obstruents ([ki], [xi] etc) will 
become nonstrident posterior coronals ([tel, [cl etc), and conflicting vowel features 
will be resolved in favor of the prespecified material (e.g. [ai] ----) [i]). Such an 
analysis can be implemented with any theory that assigns the same set of vowel 
features to vowels, glides and consonants with secondary articulation, although 
details of the implementation may vary from theory to theory. Following is a 
sketchy illustration of the coalescence analyses presented above. 

(12) Coalescence in secondary reduplication 
After copy and coalescence After structure preservation 

(J (J (J (J (J (J (J (J 

Ii\ Ii\ Ii\ Ii\ Ii\ /~ Ii\ Ii\ 
eve eve eve eve eve eve eve eve 
~ 111 111 111 111 111 111 
ta!Jjla!J ta !I 1 a !I tii ~ lii !lj ta !I 1 a !I 

(7a) [tlaJ!JJ .1iaJ!IJ.ta!J.la!ll [ti!).li!J.ta!J.la!J] .J 

(J (J (J (J (J (J (J (J 

Ii\ Ii\ Ii\ Ii\ Ii\ /~ Ii\ Ii\ 
eve eve eve eve eve eve eve eve 
~ 111 111 111 111 111 111 

XU!) j 1 u !) XU!) 1 u !J C i !Jj !ii !Jj X U !) 1 u !J 
(7b) (xiui!)iJJuJ!Jl.xu!J.l U!J] [ci!).li!J.XU!J.lU!J] .J 

(J (J (J (J (J (J (J (J 

Ii\ Ii\ Ii\ Ii\ Ii\ /~ Ii\ Ii\ 
eve eve eve eve eve eve eve eve 
~ 111 111 111 111 111 111 

kw a !lj 1 a !I kw a !I 1 a !I tc i !Ii lii !Ii kw a !I 1 a !I 
(7c) [kwiai!Ji.liai!Ji.kwa!J.la!J] [tci!).li!J.kwa!).la!J] .J 

A similar analysis applies to primary reduplication as well, though in this 
case the initial portion of the suffixal template is prespecified with consonant 
features appropriate for (l], and structure preservation rules will delete the vowel 
features of any secondarily articulated [l] resulting from the coalescence process if it 
constitutes a violation against phonotactic constraints, as shown below. 
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(13) Coalescence in primary reduplication 
Base Copy & Coalescence Structure preservation 

(J (J (J (J (J 

/1\ /1\ /1\ /1\ /1\  
eve eve eve eve eve 
111 111 11 111 111t1 

Xu D XUlJ XUlJ XUlJ I u lJ 
(7b) [xuu] [XUlJ.!XUlJ] [xuu.Juul .J 

(J (J (J (J (J 

/1\ /1\ /1\ /1\ /1\  
eve eve eve eve eve 
111 111 111 111t1 I I 

kw a D kw a D kw a D kw a D I a D 
(7c) [kwau] [kWau.JkWau] [kwau.Jaul .J 

Under these analyses, the medial glide becomes totally superfluous, because 
the change from [kl to [tel, (t~] to [tel, or [x] to [cl as we see in (7) is due to the 
coalescence of a reduplicated non-alveopalatal consonant with prespecified vowel 
features, not to the spreading of vowel place features from a following medial glide. 
Therefore, the onomatopoetic reduplication processes do not justify the CCVC 
analysis of the Chinese syllable at all. In fact, a better account for the onomatopoetic 
reduplication processes can be made by adopting the CVC analysis, because we no 
longer need to stipulate about skipping the first C slot or maintaining an empty C 
slot. 

JV. The Fanqie Languages 

Another source of possible evidence for the medial glide is the formation of 
certain secret languages calledfanqieyu, or fanqie languages. According to Chao 
(1931 ), there are three varieties of fanqie languages in Mandarin (Peiping), known 
as maika, meika and manta, respectively. In these languages, every monosyllabic 
content morpheme is reduplicated, with the rhyme of the first syllable replaced by a 
prespecified rhyme and the onset of the second syllable replaced by a prespecified 
onset, as shown in (14). 

(14) F anqie languages 
Variety Source Fanqie Jang. Gloss 
maika ma > mai.ka "mother" 
meika ma > mei.ka "mother" 
manta ma > man.tho 11 mother" 

Yip (1982) and Bao (1990) provide quite detailed analyses of these fanqie 
languages. What is relevant here is whether or not the fanqie process in these 
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languages provides any evidence for the existence of the medial glide. We start with 
maika, with relevant examples shown in (15). 

(15) Onset alternation in maika 

Source Fanqie lang. Gloss 
cjao > cje.q;jao "think"  
jao > je.q;jao 0 sun 11  

c4an > c4.:.q:;4an "declare"  
qan > 4.:.q:;4an "garden"  
t~ 11 wej > ~llwaj.kllwej "blow"  
wan > waj.kan "warp" *waj.kwan  

Two observations can be made from the data in (15). First, the prevocalic 
portion of the first syllable, including the initial consonant and the putative medial 
glide, is intact after the f anqie process. Second, the initial consonant of the second 
syllable does appear to alternate between velar and alveopalatal depending on the 
putative medial glide. 

Both Yip (1982) and Bao (1990) analyze thefanqie process as reduplication 
followed by substitution of prespecified material -aj.k-. A sample derivation is 
sketched in (16). 

(16) Sample derivation of maika 

cjao > cjaj.kjo!J > cje.q;jao "think" 
cqan > cqan.cqan > c4aj.kqan > cqe.q;qan "declare" 

t~11 wej > t~ 11wej.t~11wej > t~11waj.k11 wej "blow" 

According to this analysis, [t<:] is derived from [kl before a medial glide [j] or [4]. 
However, with the coalescence hypothesis proposed in the previous section, the 
same result can be derived without resorting to the medial vowel. And there is some 
evidence that this is a better approach. 

Notice that the surfacefanqie form of the last word in (15) [wan] "warp" is 
not the expected *[waj.kwan], but the unexpected [waj.kan]. There are half a dozen 
words in Chao (1931) that fall into this pattern, and all of them start with a labial 
glide. No word starting with an alveopalatal glide behaves in this way. To explain 
the different behavior of these initial glides, Yip (1982) assumes that while fjJ and 
[4] associate with the second C ( = G) slot of the syllable, [ w] associates with the 
first one, which is later overwritten by [kl, as shown in (17). 
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(17) Yip's (1982) account of syllable initial glides in maika 
Skeleton C G V C C G V C 

I I I 
a j k 

Skeleton+ j a ll j a ll 
melody I f f I I I 

CGVC CG V C = jaj.kjau 
I I I 
a j k 

Skeleton+ w a n w a n 
melody I f f f I I 

CGVC CG V C = waj.kan 
I I I 
a j k 

Bao (1990) charges that nothing in Yip's theory prevents one from 
associating [j] with the initial C and [w] with G, and thereby yielding incorrect 
results. In his alternative analysis, he proposes that while [w] is syllable-initial, [j] 
and [4] are not, because they are preceded by a phantom syllable-initial "zero 
consonant" represented as#. He then proceeds to claim that the syllable-initial glide 
[w] is lost in maika words because it is replaced by the prespecified [kl, whereas [j] 
and [4] are preserved because the prespecified [kl only replaces the syllable-initial 
phantom "zero consonant"#, as shown in (18). 

(I 8) Bao's (1990) account of syllable initial glides in maika 
Base Reduplication Maika Struc. Preserv. 

#ja ~ #ja.#ja ~ #jaj.kja ~ yr.~ja 

wan ~ wan.wan wai.kan 

Bao's analysis is just as unprincipled as Yip's, because there is absolutely 
no evidence whatsoever to substantiate the claim that while [w] is syllable-initial, [j] 
and [4] are not. Therefore, it is simply another case of manipulating the data to fit 
the theory, instead of motivating the theory with the data. 

Both Yip's and Bao's analyses of the maika word-formation process miss 
an important fact of Mandarin Chinese, that the syllable-initial labial glide has two 
phonetic forms in free variation: one is a rounded bilabial approximant [ w] and the 
other an unrounded labiodental approximant [u]. For example, "warp" is either 
[wan] or [uan]. The putative medial glide never undergoes such free variation. For 
example, "close" is [kwan] but never *[kuan]. The alveopalatal glides [j] and [4] 
are also not found in any kind of free variation. 

Since rounding of the labial glide is optional, we may assume that this 
segment is underlyingly specified for labiality but not for rounding, and that it later 
receives the optional [+round] feature by default, probably as an enhancement to its 
labiality. On the other hand, the labialized consonants must be underlyingly 
specified as [ +round], because they contrast with their nonlabialized counterparts in 
rounding (e.g. [kl vs [kw]). In addition, all the alveopalatal and alveopalatalized 
consonants must be fully specified for their vowel features, because they are either 
contrasting with their nonalveopalatalized counterparts in these vowel features (e.g. 
[t] vs [ti]) or phonetically [+high] and [-back] (e.g. [j] and [4]). 

II 
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Since the labial glide is not specified with any vowel features, coalescing it 
with [k] in the maihJ word-fonnation process will not produce a [k] with the vowel 
feature [+round], but instead will produce a [k] with the consonant place feature 
[labial], which will be deleted by structure preservation rules. Since labialized 
consonants, alveopalatal consonants and alveopalatalized consonants are all 
specified with some vowel features, coalescing them with [k] will definitely 
produce a [kl with some vowel features, which in tum may be adjusted by structure 
preservation rules of this language (e.g. [ki] ~ [CC]). Following is an illustration of 
this new analysis of maihl word-formation. 

(19) MaihJ word-formation reanalyzed 
Base Copy & Coalescence Structure preservation 

(J (J (J cr (J 

If\ If\ If\ If\ If\ 
eve eve eve eve eve 
IV I~k1 V IV IV 
ja ja ja j e cc a 
[ja] (jaaj.~a] [je.cca] .J 

cr cr cr cr (J 

If\ If\ If\ If\ If\ 
eve eve eve eve eve 
111 

t~wbe j 
I~j{1 I I 

t~"'he j [~Whe j 
111 

~wba j 
111 
kwhe j 

[t~Whej] [t~"'ha e fkt~wb e j] [t~"'haj.kwhej] .J 

cr cr cr cr cr 

If\ If\ If\ If\ If\ 
eve eve eve eve eve 
111 
ua n 

I ffi1 k1 11 
uan oan 

111 111 
o a j kan 

[oan] [oaaj0 .k0 an] [ uaj.kan J.J 

A similar analysis applies to the word-formation process in the meika 
variety offanqie language, although in this case, the structure preservation rules no 
longer apply to the onset consonants, as shown in (20). 

(20) Onset non-alternation in meika 
Source Fanqie Jang. Gloss 
CjO!J > ciej.kiag "think" 
jag > jej.kiag "sun" 
cwan > c'"'y.k11an "declare" 
qan > qy.k"an "garden" 

Thus, thefanqie language does not justify the existence of medial glides 
either, and at least one fanqie process, the one that involves different behavior of 
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Non-Uniqueness Condition 

the syllable-initial glides, cannot be analyzed in any principled way if one assumes 
the CCVC analysis of the Chinese syllable. 

V. Conclusion 

The above discussion shows that there is not any reliable morphophonemic 
evidence for the existence of the medial glides. The assumption about the existence 
of these glides leads to at least three problems: a) the non-uniqueness condition, b) 
problematic or impossible analyses of onomatopoetic reduplication and fanqie 
language formation, and c) the distributional mystery that only the putative medial 
glides may occur in the second prevocalic C slot of the syllable. 

To avoid all these problems, we must deny the existence of the medial 
glides in Chinese, reject the CCVC analysis of the Chinese syllable, and reanalyze 
the putative prevocalic consonant sequences as single consonants with secondary 
articulation, as shown in (21 ). 

(21) Reanalysis of putative consonant-glide sequences 
Cj Cj C4 Cw Cw Cw Cw 
pj (pi) nj (n,.) fll.j (n,.W) tw (tw) kW (kW) tsw (tsw) t~W (t~W) 
phj (phi) 1j rn lq 0.W) thw (thw) khw (khw) tshw (tshw) t~hw (t~hw) 
mj (mi) tcj (tel tell (tc"") nw (nw) XW (XW) SW (SW) ~w (~"') 
tj ( 1;.) tchj (tch) cch4 (tchw) lw (l'") ,;,w(,;,'") 
thj (r;.h) cj (c) Cl! (cw) 

An apparent negative consequence of this reanalysis is the increase of the 
Mandarin phonemic inventory by 29 new phonemes. However, this increase is not 
necessarily a bad thing, because once the second prevocalic C slot is eliminated, it 
is no longer necessary to state the complicated cooccurrence restrictions regarding 
the putative CC sequence, such as no glides may occur in the first C slot and only 
glides may occur in the second C slot, no glides may follow [fl, no labial glide may 
follow a labial consonant, the rounded alveopalatal glide must not follow an 
alveolar obstruent if the following vowel is nonhigh, etc. Thus, while we increase 
the phonemic inventory, we also simplify the rule system, and end up with a less 
abstract analysis of the phonemic system. I thus conclude that in Mandarin Chinese, 
the syllable structure is CVC, there is no such thing as medial glides and there is no 
non-uniqueness condition. 
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